
A Collector’s Guide 
to Nate Sexton Glow 
Champion Firebirds



2015 
PART 1 - COMMON STAMPS 

Matte White
From the very first run of 2015s, but typically the 
least desirable of all the standard stamps from 
this year. Still a beautiful and valuable Bird.

Rasta
Great multi-color stamp with blue, green and 
gold each repeating at least twice. Moderately 
common as far as 2015 stamps go.

Red Diamond Shatter
The most common as far as 2015 Sextons go. A 
must-have for any collector!

Warm Sunset
Probably the most common of the multi-color 
2015 stamps along with the Rasta, but oh so 
pretty and always a great find!

2015 Notes: Pretty much all publicly released 2015 Sexton Firebirds will be in the traditional 
blue/green (“seafoam”) color range. Swirls and halos are not super common, so those can add 
value. Otherwise, it is mainly about the stamp color and the quality of the disc itself.



2015 
PART 2 - RARE STAMPS 

Pink Rainbow
Fairly rare. You’ll be very happy to have one of 
these beauties in your collection.

Red Digital Shatter
Much rarer than the common diamond shatter 
version of the red. Highly sought after by 
collectors.

Black Rainbow
Not an easy one to find. Good luck!

Thick Rasta (Cool Sunset)
Same colors as the common rasta, but each 
color only appears once. Near the top of any 
collector’s wish list.



2016 
PART 1 - COMMON STAMPS 

Red Shatter

Lavender

Blue

Matte Black

2016 Notes: 2016 is the year of the halos! When talking about these 4 “common” stamp colors 
on this page, it is the discs with very pronounced halos and vibrant color combinations (especially 
pinks and purples) that will hold the most value within the collector community. 



2016 
PART 2 - RARE STAMPS 

Green Shatter
Perhaps the most desired Sexton Firebird stamp 
of them all! Extremely rare and ridiculously 
valuable.

Pink Lemonade
This reflective pink stamp is rarer than the 4 
common color stamps, but not nearly as rare or 
valuable as the two colors shown above.

Pink Shatter
Not quite as rare as the green shatter, but still 
very rare and gorgeous. Every collector is dying 
to have one of these in their set.

Blueberry
Similar to the Pink Lemonade in terms of rarity 
and relative value. A much darker blue color than 
the standard blue 2016 stamp.

2016 Notes: Of course, disc colors and halos can still drastically affect the values of these rarer 
2016 stamps. That said, even the plainest Green Shatter will always be worth a ton!



2017 

Purple

Rasta

Silver

Red

2017 Notes: Definitely the most “unique” stamp design of the standard annual Sexton Firebirds, 
but the discs offer a wide variety of colors, halos and swirls that collectors love. The more unique 
the disc, the higher the value. Though all 4 of the colors above are common for the year, purple is 
usually considered the most desirable among collectors



USDGC 

USA Flag

Gold

Rasta

Blue

USDGC Notes: These were a special “limited edition” bottom-stamp release to commemorate 
Nate Sexton’s 2017 USDGC Championship. Since they were sold as collectibles, they were kept 
as such by many and haven’t jumped in value like some other runs. They also don’t offer a wide 
variety of disc colors. Some have decent swirls, but that’s about it. The value of any USDGC will 
go up significantly if it does not have the “Made in U.S.A” tooling on the underside of the rim.



2018 

Rainbow
This is the standard rainbow stamp. There is a 
rarer variation featured on the next page.

Dark Green

Silver

Red

2018 Notes: Another favorite year among collectors with a great-looking stamp design and some 
really great color, halo and swirl variations found in the plastic. Like 2016 and 2017, the value 
for these 4 “common” color stamps will depend on the disc itself. The more unique and colorful 
the disc, the better!

PART 1 - COMMON STAMPS 



2018 

Double Rainbow
This is the rarest publicly released 2018 stamp 
and all hardcore collectors will want this 
variation in their lineup. The standard rainbow 
will generally have each color twice (sometimes 
one color might show three times depending on 
the stamp alignment). The double rainbow has 
much thinner ribbons of each color, so each color 
will typically appear 4 times. The double rainbow 
would later become a standard stamp for the 
2020 release.

PART 2 - RARE STAMP 



2019 

Jellybean

Black

Gold

Red

2019 Notes: In general, 2019 didn’t offer as many colorful plastics, swirls and halos as in years 
past. When you can find a really unique 2019 (pink and purple discs especially—or one with 
some pretty swirls or a rare halo), you will be able to get a little more value out of it compared to 
the more common seafoam blue/green discs.



2020 

Double Rainbow

Green

Dark Blue

Red Matrix

2020 Notes: After some less-exciting plastic in 2019, Innova rebounded strong in 2020 with 
a wide variety of funky disc colors that feature plenty of swirls and halos. COVID-19 halted 
production for a few months, so it remains to be seen how many more runs they will put out this 
year. That could potentially affect the value of all 2020s in the long run.

PART 1 - COMMON STAMPS 



2020 

Fresh Cut Grass
This different green stamp is one of two new 
stamps introduced in the June 2020 production 
run. Quantities are unknown at this point.

Weight Range
Some produced in June 2020 were marked with 
a weight range of 173-75. This could be the 
new Innova standard or just a rarity for this one 
release. Like the new stamps above, we don’t 
know how many were produced and if there will 
be more as the year goes on. 

Vegas Blue
A new blue holographic rainbow stamp that 
lighter than the normal blue and has a reflective 
rainbow quality like that of the LVC Firebirds (see 
next page). It remains to be seen how many more 
of these and the new green ones are produced 
with future 2020 runs.

PART 2 - MID-YEAR VARIATIONS 



LVC 

Blue

Silver

Red

Gold

LVC Notes: Only 250 of the special edition Las Vegas Challenge Champion Sexton Firebirds 
were made. This makes them extremely collectible and valuable. These non-glow discs range 
from a pearly white to a smoky charcoal gray color, with the whiter ones being rarer. Transitional 
colors are also very desirable as they often feature incredible swirls in the plastic. All 4 of the 
color stamps have a super-reflective quality that gives a rainbow effect at different light angles. 



ODDITIES 

Double Stamp
Most common in 2016, there are some misprint/
double stamped discs with unusual stamp colors 
overlayed. These are very collectible.

Team Stamp
Sextons with a Team Innova stamp can hold extra 
value. Then, there are the “Sexton Era” team 
stamps and blanks with glow champion plastic. 
However, these are not considered Sexton 
Firebirds unless his name/stamp is on the disc.

Test Stamps
Some discs were produced with different stamp 
colors, but not released to the public. These are 
rare and often extremely valuable.

Non-Firebirds w/Sexton Stamps
There are some misprint Innova discs out 
there that may have a Sexton Firebird stamp 
(along with other stock and Tour Series stamps) 
overlayed. They are not Sexton Firebirds, but 
have appeal to some Sexton collectors.

Oddities Notes: Any number of discs may fall into the “Oddities” section. Many of these are truly 
one-of-a-kind and basically worth whatever someone is willing to pay. 



ADDITIONAL NOTES 
Weight
A vast majority of Sexton Firebirds are marked with a weight of “175” grams (though actual 
weights may vary). Those marked with lighter weights are considered fairly desirable because 
they are rare, and this will generally add a little more value on the collector market. Please note 
that some later runs of 2020s are being marked with a weight range of 173-75, so that may just 
be considered another new standard if Innova continues to mark them that way. 

Autographs
You’d think a Sexton Firebird signed by Nate Sexton himself would be more valuable, but it 
sometimes takes away value in the eyes of some collectors. Let’s face it. Getting an autograph 
from Nate Sexton at an event is easier than someone like Michael Jordan, whose autograph 
will increase the value of anything it’s on. The simple fact is some people like having the disc 
autographed and others want it as pure as it left the factory floor with no extra “ink.” The buyer 
always drives the final value, so it may just come down to personal preference and what someone 
is willing to pay for an autographed Sexton disc.

Condition
Discs listed for sale or waffle on the Nate Sexton Collector Page and other auction/trade/
raffle groups are required to use the “sleepy scale” for current condition. Rarely will a disc be 
considered 10/10 because nothing is ever truly perfect. Even the best-kept discs can experience 
some storage wear with scuffs, scratches, color fading or stamp damage. It is an honor code 
among collectors to be as honest as possible about the condition of any disc they are selling 
to a fellow collector (especially if the disc has been thrown/field-tested or has any ink beyond 
the marked weight). Lying about condition or withholding known damage is a great way to get 
blacklisted!


